
Addressing sociocultural barriers
It would be safe to say that the changes the programme has

brought about are attitudinal in nature. It has created

awareness amongst women on both their perceived roles (as

prescribed by men and society at large) and their actual

abilities. By the end of the workshops, some participants

recognised that factors deterring them from participating in

politics were often sociocultural: reproductive

responsibilities, household chores, male chauvinism (a

woman should be seen supporting her husband and not be

ambitious herself), gender discriminatory electoral laws, and

the negative reinforcement of certain beliefs (such as women

do not support one another and work to bring each other

down).

The project is indeed relevant considering our cultural

and political realities. Very few women have participated in

politics; the first and second republics hardly featured

women, while the third and the fourth (current) republics

have comparatively more women, but the number is still low

in relation to men. It is still the case that women who are

qualified to run for and hold public office do not do so

because of cultural and other barriers. But with the

awareness created by the project, some women at least are

now more willing to participate in decision-making, even at

the grassroots level.

With the world advocating for fair and equal practices for

women in all spheres of life (for example at the Beijing+5

conference held in New York), women’s participation in

politics remains one of the focal areas where much change is

still needed. Indeed, the project was able to draw from the

experiences of only a few countries where grassroots people

– and women in particular – have been able to contribute to

national decision-making.

n Feyi Koya, Head, Women’s Rights Project, CLO
(Lagos, Nigeria)
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Is the scene for development education in Scotland any

different now that we have our own Parliament? Have things

changed? Well, yes, as a matter of fact, they’ve changed

perhaps more than any of us had anticipated and mostly for

the better, although there are a few problems still to be

ironed out.

The biggest difference is the accessibility of our

Parliament, both through its physical location and through its

declared way of working. Physically, the Parliament – even

in its temporary quarters – is right in the heart of Edinburgh.

Those of us who live or work in Edinburgh, and that

includes the IDEAS coordinators, can just walk up there and

go in and sit down in the gallery. The MSPs’ offices are

nearby. We can arrange meetings with any of the back-

benchers very easily and even ministers are not too hard to

reach. Telephone and email contacts are readily available.

Lobbying the Scottish Parliament is an altogether different

ballgame from lobbying Westminster.

Perhaps more important, however, is the way of working

which is being established. During all the preparation for

devolution there was much talk of openness and

accessibility. This was not going to be a Parliament on the

Westminster model. Much of the work would be done

through committees which would be open for people to

attend as observers and which would take evidence from a

wide range of groups. The committees would be the means

by which people could seek to make their voices heard. By

and large this has happened.

The Education Bill, the first major piece of legislation to

be put through, has allowed us to make our case at every

stage. This is not to say that we have won all that we wanted

but we have been able to keep up a sustained level of

persuasion which would simply not have been possible two

years ago. We have been campaigning under the banner of

Education for Sustainable Development  because by doing

that we have been able to bring together a wide range of

groups who have a common interest. Our principal focus has

been on trying to have ESD explicitly mentioned in the

National Priorities which are being set out for schools. That

has not happened but I believe that the process of intensive

lobbying we have engaged in has had the effect of greatly

raising awareness of the issues. And we are not finished yet!

A new way of governing
The commitment of the Parliament to openness has led to a

change of culture in the civil service which is its instrument
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for putting decisions into effect. This has probably been a bit

of a shock to the system of those mandarins who were used

to the old regime of power and, if not secrecy, certainly

privacy. A wind of change has indeed swept through the

corridors of power and there is a good feeling around even if

(typical Scots) we’re never satisfied and we still complain –

or, at least, some of our national press does.

The Scottish Parliament is able to set its own agenda and

declare what it believes should be at the heart of education.

The written details of the Education Act are not world-

changing; they are quite modest if the truth be told but

essentially set the framework for formal education. What is

interesting is the debate which is going on, the kinds of

things which are being said about education, the spark of

vision which appears from time to time. There is much talk

about citizenship and what active

citizenship actually means. Almost

certainly this would have been on

the agenda anyway, even if we had

not had our own Parliament, but a

certain, probably narrow, view of

citizenship might well have been

imposed on us by the former

Scottish Office Education Department which was a fairly

unassailable civil service department. The new atmosphere

has permeated even these structures and we have the

opportunity for debate and discussion and a chance to

influence the final outcome.

A rosy picture indeed, but I’d better not exaggerate. There

is a long, long way to go. There are problems in the way

government departments relate to each other – or not, as the

case may be. There is no tradition of departments actually

talking to one another; indeed the reverse is true.

Departments are nervous of encroaching on one another’s

territory. Thus, Environment does not seem to realise that

Education might have something to contribute to its area of

influence and vice versa. The fact that International

Development is a Westminster department is another

complication. How do they speak to the Scottish Executive

Education Department without appearing to tread on

sensitive toes? A useful development is the system of cross-

party groups which has been set up as part of the way the

Parliament works. Under this arrangement there is an

International Development Cross-Party Group which gives

us another forum in which to argue the principles of

development education.

Room for many voices
But it’s early days and MSPs are still finding their feet to

some extent. The Education Committee has been seriously

distracted from its main task by having to deal with an

unexpected crisis which hit the Scottish Qualifications

Authority. The committee has now completed that

investigation and has presented a highly critical report to

Parliament. This in itself is interesting, and is encouraging

for the democratic process. The speed and effectiveness with

which the Education Committee addressed what was a very

serious matter and the clarity with which it has indicated the

failings in the system, followed by swift action by the

Education Minister to begin to put things right, have been

exemplary. There is beginning to be an understanding among

the public of how the committee structure works and that it

may very well be an effective way

both to control the power of the

Executive and to allow the voices of

people to be heard. It has to be

remembered that the Parliament has

only been in existence for a little

over a year and everyone involved

has been on a steep learning curve. Mistakes have

undoubtedly been made but a very great deal has been

achieved in a short time.

Of course the openness which I have described means

that the Parliament is open to many more voices than that of

development education. We have to compete for our place.

As yet, however, we are not in competition with professional

lobbying companies – or if we are I am not aware of it. It

still feels like our Parliament. Our MSPs are there among us,

making their way up from the station, going for lunch

nearby. They have not yet – and we hope they never will –

developed any kind of cosy club. But then, about a third of

them are women: that does help. They know their people,

they are familiar with the various cultures of Scotland

(although it has to be said that sadly none of the political

parties has yet delivered on having Black or ethnic minority

representation), they understand what we are talking about

even if they don’t always agree with it. For the vast majority,

their roots lie in the principles of socialism – that helps too.

We have some considerable way to go before development

education is a fully understood and integrated concept within

mainstream education, but the climate has never been better.

n Margaret Macintosh, Chair, International
Development Education Association of Scotland (IDEAS)
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Lobbying the Scottish

Parliament is an altogether

different ballgame from lobbying

Westminster


